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Physics
Ocean surface roughens
by wind interaction: 
Capillary and short gravity 
waves are generated.
More wind causes more 
steep waves causes
higher backscatter.
Technical
Ocean wind speed (U) is 
calculated through emperical 
geophysical model function 
relating the observed 
normalized radar cross section 
(NRCS) with incidence angle 
(γ) and wind direction (θ).
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U=f(NRCS, θ, γ)
Accuracy
Wind speed < 2 m/s rms error, Wind direction < 20° rms error
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Wind 
direction
Wind speed
N 927 875
R2 0.950 0.783
SD 20.11° 1.88 ms-1
RMS 6.29° 1.27 ms-1
Bias 7.75° -0.25 ms-1
Sl 0 99 0 96
Charlotte B. Hasager, Merete Badger, Alfredo Peña, Xiaoli G. Larsén and Ferhat Bingöl
Article: SAR-Based Wind Resource Statistics in the Baltic Sea
ope . .
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Remote Sens. 2011, 3(1), 117-144; doi:10.3390/rs3010117
Number of overlapping Envisat ASAR scenes
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Mean winds speed  from Envisat ASAR  in m/s
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Energy density from Envisat ASAR (in W/m2)
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Baltic Sea existing and planned offshore wind farms
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North Sea study
• Høvsøre (coastal)
• Horns Rev (offshore)
• FINO-1 (offshore)
Badger, M., Badger, J., Nielsen, M., 
Hasager, C.B., Peña, P. (2010) 
Wind class sampling of satellite SAR 
imagery for offshore wind resource 
mapping. 
J. of Applied Meteorology and 
Climatology, 49,12, 2474-2491, 
doi: 10.1175/2010JAMC2523.1
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North Sea summary
Mean error Mean absolute error
U (% ) -1.8 2.2
A (%) 2 0 2 4 - . .
k  (%) -3.7 3.7
E (%) -2.3 3.5
• Good overall agreement with mast observations on the wind resource
- within ±5% for the mean wind speed and Weibull A 
- within ±7% for the power density and Weibull k
• The accuracy on wind resource assessment from mesoscale modeling is 
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typically 10-15%
SAR global view
ESA archive, use EOLI
Risø DTU has experience in
•North Sea
•Baltic Sea
I i h S• r s ea
•Japan
•China
•India
U it d A b E i t• n e ra m ra es
•Mediterranean
•Portugal
•Iceland
E t• gyp
•Galathea 3 expedition
among more
Oth  i l ders nc u e
•Canada
•USA
•Black Sea
S th K
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• ou orea
•Taiwan
among more
Northern Seas WRF minus QuikSCAT  10 yr
Conclusions
,
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North Sea German Bight plans
S  htt // 4 ff h / ff h i d/
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ource p: www. co s ore.com o s orew n
Christiansen, M.B.; 
Hasager, C.B., Using 
airborne and satellite 
SAR for wake 
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Wind field from ERS-2 SARmapping offshore. 
Wind Energy (2006) 9
437-455 
Conclusions
S t llit  t  i  id   i da e e remo e sens ng prov es ocean w n s
•Long archives 1987 to present (SSM/I, ERS, QuikSCAT, ASCAT, etc.)
T i  d il  l b l  (Q ikSCAT f  10  1999 2009)• w ce a y g o a coverage u or yr, -
•High spatial resolution (ERS SAR, Envisat ASAR, Radarsat, etc.)
A  l t f  f ibilit• ccuracy re evan or pre- eas y
•Independent data source for evaluation of atmospheric models
OFFSHORE WINDS: state-of-the-art  COMBINING satellite and modelling
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